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8 Abstract An agent A morally coerces another agent, B, when A manipulates non-

9 epistemological facts in order that B’s moral commitments enjoin B to do what A

10 wants B to do, and B is motivated by these commitments. It is widely argued that

11 forced choices arising from moral coercion are morally distinct from forced choices

12 arising from moral duress or happenstance. On these accounts, the fact of being

13 coerced bears on what an agent may do, the voluntariness of her actions, or her

14 accountability for any harms that result from her actions (where accountability

15 includes liability to defensive harm, punishment, blame and compensation). This

16 paper does not provide an account of the wrongness of moral coercion. Rather, I

17 argue that, whatever the correct account of its wrongness, the mere fact of being

18 coerced has no bearing on what the agent may do, on the voluntariness of her action,

19 or her accountability for any resultant harm, compared to otherwise identical cases

20 arising from duress and happenstance.

21

22 Keywords Moral coercion � Moral responsibility � Duress � Accountability �

23 Liability

24

25 1 Introduction

26 An agent A morally coerces another agent, B, when A manipulates non-

27 epistemological facts in order that B’s moral commitments enjoin B to do what

28 A wants B to do, and B is motivated by these commitments.1 The use of human

A1 & Helen Frowe

A2 helen.frowe@philosophy.su.se

A3 1 Department of Philosophy, Stockholm University, Stockholm, Sweden

1FL01 1 I’ll assume that B has the right moral commitments.
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29 shields to deter (rather than physically obstruct) attacks is a paradigm example of

30 moral coercion, as in Cache:

31 Cache: Combatant places his weapons cache in Civilian’s house. Enemy

32 cannot destroy the weapons cache without also killing Civilian. Combatant

33 knows that Enemy does not want to kill Civilian.

34 Civilian’s presence does not make it physically harder for Enemy to destroy the

35 weapons. Rather, Combatant relies on Enemy’s commitment to not harming

36 Civilian as a means of getting Enemy to refrain from the destroying the weapons.

37 One can also morally coerce someone into causing (rather than refrain from

38 causing) harm. Coerced Trolley depicts this type of coercion:

39 Coerced Trolley: Villain wants to kill Victim. He sends a trolley towards five

40 innocent people who are trapped in its path. Villain correctly predicts that

41 Bystander will divert the trolley down a side-track in order to save the five.

42 The trolley will then hit and kill Victim.

43 Here, Villain manipulates Bystander into killing Victim by making the alternative—

44 letting the trolley run its course—morally impermissible.2

45 Manipulating merely epistemological facts—for example, bringing x to B’s

46 attention, such that B’s moral commitments cause her to act—does not count as

47 moral coercion. A sunbather who spots a drowning child and tells a nearby

48 swimmer, intending that the swimmer’s moral commitments cause her to act to save

49 the child, is not morally coercing the swimmer. This is true even if, by changing the

50 swimmer’s evidence, the sunbather places the swimmer under a moral obligation to

51 act. Rather, A morally coerces B if A manipulates facts such that x is the case. For

52 example, the sunbather morally coerces the swimmer if she pushes the child into the

53 water in order that the swimmer’s moral commitments cause her to save the child. In

54 this case, the sunbather manipulates the ‘facts on the ground’, and not merely facts

55 about what the swimmer knows.

56 We can distinguish moral coercion from moral duress. Moral duress occurs when

57 a wrongdoer forces a choice upon a third party, such that her moral commitments

58 require the third party to act, but the wrongdoer does not intentionally manipulate

59 the facts to this end. Duress Trolley depicts moral duress:

60 Duress Trolley: Villain sets a trolley in motion towards five innocent people,

61 intending to kill them. Villain doesn’t realise that Bystander can divert the

62 trolley towards Victim, which Bystander does. Victim is killed; the five are

63 saved.

64 As in cases of moral coercion, Bystander is motivated to act not by any physical

65 threat to her person, but rather by her moral commitments.

2FL01 2 Readers can adjust the numbers as they think necessary to generate a requirement to divert the trolley.

2FL02 I’ll assume throughout that whatever the coercee does, she will not deter or encourage other instances of

2FL03 moral coercion.
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66 I’ll use happenstance to describe cases in which there is a forced choice, but no

67 wrongdoing (which includes natural accidents and innocent misadventure), as in

68 Trolley:

69 Trolley: A trolley is blown by the wind to where it will kill five innocent

70 people. Bystander can save the five only by diverting the trolley down a side-

71 track, where it will kill Victim.

72 Again, Bystander is motivated by her moral commitments, rather than any threat to

73 her person.

74 Many philosophers argue that forced choices arising from moral coercion

75 (henceforth, coercion) are morally distinct from forced choices arising from moral

76 duress (henceforth, duress) or happenstance. According to these philosophers, the

77 fact of coercion is morally significant in at least one of the following respects: it

78 bears on what an agent may do (Kamm 2007; Bazargan 2014; Zohar 2014), the

79 voluntariness of her actions (Mason 2012), or her accountability for any harms that

80 result from her actions (where accountability covers a broad range of liabilities,

81 including liability to defensive harm, punishment, blame and compensation). The

82 view that coercion is morally significant was also reflected in the 2015 US

83 Department of Defence Law of War Manual, which held that, unlike other civilians

84 caught in the crossfire, civilians being used as involuntary human shields by the

85 enemy (as in Cache) may be disregarded in combatants’ proportionality calculations

86 (US Department of Defense 2015: 5.12.3).3 The UK Joint Service Manual of the

87 Law of Armed Conflict holds that harm to involuntary shields may be discounted

88 relative to harm to other civilians (UK Ministry of Defence 2004: 2.7.2), such that

89 harms inflicted on shields can be proportionate even if inflicting identical losses on

90 non-shields would be disproportionate. Whether coercion is indeed morally distinct

91 from duress and happenstance is thus of considerable importance.

92 This paper defends Moral Irrelevance:

93 Moral Irrelevance: When all else is equal, whether a person faces a choice

94 between harms as a result of moral coercion, moral duress, or happenstance

95 has no bearing on what she may do, the voluntariness of her actions, or her

96 accountability for those actions.

97 This paper does not provide an account of the wrongness of moral coercion.4

98 Rather, I argue that, whatever the correct account of its wrongness, the mere fact of

99 being coerced has no bearing on what the agent may do, on the voluntariness of her

100 action, or her accountability for any resultant harm, compared to otherwise identical

101 cases arising from duress and happenstance.

102 I begin by defending the claim that coercion makes no difference to what an

103 agent may do. In Section Two, I consider two objections that might seem to easily

104 defeat Moral Irrelevance. The first is that wrongdoing matters for what we may do,

3FL01 3 In 2016, the Manual was updated to revise this claim, holding that civilians being used as shields should

3FL02 be given their normal moral weight.

4FL01 4 For an account of the wrongness of moral coercion, see (Bazargan 2014). For discussion of the

4FL02 wrongness of coercion more generally, see (Mason 2012; White 2017).
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105 thus marking a distinction between harms arising from coercion and duress, and

106 harms arising from happenstance. The second is that intentional rights violations are

107 worse than unintentional rights violations, thus making it worse to allow the killing

108 of the five in Duress Trolley compared to allowing the killing of the five in Coerced

109 Trolley. I show that neither undermines Moral Irrelevance. In Section Three, I reject

110 Saba Bazargan’s claim that coerced harms ought to be treated as intentional by the

111 coercee, thus making them harder to justify by altering their weight in the coercee’s

112 proportionality calculation (Bazargan 2014: 14). In Section Four, I argue that agents

113 do not have rights to resist being used as means by coercers that make a difference

114 to what they may do. In Section Five, I reject the claim that one may resist moral

115 coercion on the grounds that acceding allows the coercer to exploit morality. In

116 Section Six, I argue that, other things being equal, one is as responsible, in the

117 voluntariness sense of responsible, for harms one inflicts or allows as a result of

118 coercion as one is for harms one inflicts or allows as a result of duress or

119 happenstance. I reject Elinor Mason’s claim that coerced actions are less voluntary

120 than non-coerced actions, and offer an alternative explanation of why coercees are

121 not accountable for harms resulting from coerced actions (Mason 2012).

122 Section Seven concludes.

123 2 Two objections to moral irrelevance

124 2.1 The relevance of wrongdoing

125 Moral Irrelevance is compatible with the view that wrongdoing bears on what an

126 agent may do. Imagine that Bystander can save either Victim from being murdered,

127 or Other Victim from being killed by a falling tree. If one ought to attach greater

128 disvalue to harms that arise from wrongdoing compared to those that do not,5 then,

129 other things being equal, Bystander ought to save Victim rather than Other Victim.

130 This does not undermine Moral Irrelevance, even though moral coercion and

131 moral duress involve wrongdoing, and happenstance does not. This is because in

132 cases of moral coercion and duress, we are weighing rights violations against each

133 other, rather than a rights violation against an adventitious harm. If Bystander kills

134 Victim in either Coerced Trolley or Duress Trolley, Villain thereby violates

135 Victim’s right not to be killed. And if Bystander refrains from diverting towards

136 Victim in either case, such that the five are killed, Villain thereby violates the five’s

137 rights not to be killed. Since anyone who is harmed, or allowed to suffer harm, in a

138 case of moral coercion or duress will suffer a rights violation, this feature of

139 coercion and duress cases is neutralised. One ought to simply weigh the harm that

140 one will inflict on Victim against the harm one will otherwise allow to befall the

141 five. This is also what one ought to do in a happenstance case. Thus, the fact that

142 coercion and duress involve wrongdoing does not undermine Moral Irrelevance.

5FL01 5 I remain neutral on whether one ought to do this.
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143 This is true even if the fact of wrongdoing makes coercion and duress cases

144 morally worse than happenstance cases. Bystander is not choosing whether to bring

145 about either a wrongful harm or an adventitious harm in our cases. When Villain

146 has wrongly set a trolley in motion (as in Coerced Trolley and Duress Trolley),

147 Bystander is choosing between only wrongful harms. There is no option available to

148 her that avoids anyone’s having their rights violated. Whatever she does, Villain

149 will violate the right(s) of whoever is killed.

150 Moral Irrelevance is thus compatible with the claim that Bystander ought to

151 prevent wrongdoing in Double Trolley:

152 Double Trolley: Villain has set Trolley A in motion towards five innocent

153 people, intending that Bystander will divert the trolley towards Victim. The

154 wind has blown Trolley B towards five innocent people, who can be saved

155 only if Bystander diverts towards Other Victim. Bystander has time to divert

156 only one trolley.

157 Moral Irrelevance allows that Bystander ought to divert Trolley A, preventing five

158 wrongful killings, rather than divert Trolley B, preventing five adventitious killings.

159 This is not a case in which the choice facing Bystander arises as a result of moral

160 coercion or happenstance, as Moral Irrelevance specifies. It is rather a choice that

161 arises as a result of both coercion and happenstance. And it is not the fact of being

162 coerced as such that bears on what Bystander may do, but rather the fact that

163 diverting Trolley A prevents five wrongful deaths, and diverting Trolley B prevents

164 five non-wrongful deaths. If Villain had also sent Trolley B towards the five in order

165 to kill them, making B a duress case, there would be no more reason for Bystander

166 to divert Trolley A than Trolley B.

167 2.2 Intentional rights violations

168 Everyone who suffers harm as a result of coercion or duress will have their rights

169 violated. But only some will have their rights intentionally violated. For example, if

170 Bystander fails to divert in Duress Trolley, Villain will intentionally violate the

171 five’s rights. In contrast, if Bystander fails to divert in Coerced Trolley, Villain will

172 unintentionally violate the five’s rights, since his intention is that Victim be killed.

173 Thus, we might think that it is morally worse if the five are killed in Duress Trolley

174 compared to Coerced Trolley, and that this bears on what it is proportionate to do to

175 save the five in each case.

176 It is true that non-consequentialists often describe intentional harms as harder to

177 justify than unintentional harms. But this is imprecise, because one might

178 intentionally harm a person either eliminatively or in a way that makes use of

179 her. Harming a person in a way that involves making use of her is plausibly harder

180 to justify than harming her as a foreseen side-effect. It is less plausible that

181 eliminatively harming someone is harder to justify than harming her as a side-effect.

182 This is evidenced by the fact that several non-consequentialists think that it is

183 permissible to eliminatively kill a non-liable person to save one’s own life, but

‘The moral irrelevance of moral coercion’
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184 impermissible to kill a non-liable person as an unintended side-effect of saving

185 one’s own life.6

186 Moreover, the fact that it is harder to justify some modes of harmful agency

187 compared to others does not entail that unjustified instances of those modes of

188 harming are, other things being equal, morally worse than unjustified instances of

189 other modes of harming. On the contrary: other things being equal, unjustifiably

190 killing someone as a side-effect is plausibly as morally bad as unjustifiably killing

191 her eliminatively, or in ways that make use of her (Frowe 2019: 630–631; Tadros

192 2018: 291). At the very least, and sufficient for my argument here, the mode of

193 agency of an unjustified killing does not seem to bear on what may be done to

194 prevent it. Consider Attack:

195 Attack: Terrorist lethally and unjustifiably throws a grenade at Victim,

196 intending to kill him as a means of intimidating others. The grenade blast also

197 kills Bystander as a foreseen but unintended side-effect. Bystander’s death

198 will also have the effect of intimidating others.

199 The fact that Terrorist unjustifiably intends to kill Victim and merely foresees that

200 he will kill Bystander does not mean that killing Bystander is less bad than killing

201 Victim. That the killings are equally bad is reflected in most legal systems, which

202 would count both as murder. Nor do Terrorist’s intentions give third parties any

203 reason to save Victim rather than Bystander.

204 This moral parity explains why little has been said about the modes of agency of

205 unjustified killing in the literature on defensive harm, compared to the considerable

206 interest in modes of agency for helping us to settle whether a killing is justified.7

207 Consider, for example, that Coerced Trolley does not specify whether Victim’s

208 death is eliminative or useful. Perhaps Victim is Villain’s romantic rival, and Villain

209 just wants Victim gone. In this case, the killing seems eliminative. Or, perhaps

210 Villain will derive pleasure from the killing of Victim, in which case he makes

211 harmful use of Victim.8

212 That writers do not tend to specify the mode of agency involved in such cases is

213 not, I think, best explained by the fact that Victim’s death is intentionally brought

214 about by Villain, irrespective of whether Victim is eliminatively or usefully killed.

215 Rather, it is best explained by the fact that killing is unjustified in each case,

216 rendering modes of agency morally irrelevant for the purposes of permissible

6FL01 6 This is, roughly, the difference between killing a non-liable threatener, such as someone who will

6FL02 otherwise non-responsibly land on you and crush you to death, and killing a bystander as a side-effect of

6FL03 defending yourself against some other threat. See (Jarvis Thomson 1991; Frowe 2014: Chs. 1–2).

7FL01 7 Seth Lazar’s Sparing Civilians (OUP, 2015) is an exception. Lazar thinks that the ways in which unjust

7FL02 combatants unjustifiably kill just combatants or civilians bears on the badness of those killings. For

7FL03 rebuttal, see (Tadors 2018).

8FL01 8 E.g. sexually-motivated killings are like this.
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217 defence.9 For example, it seems unlikely that Victim may use less force to thwart

218 being eliminatively killed compared to being usefully killed, or that there is a

219 difference in the proportionate harm that third parties may inflict (on either Villain

220 or bystanders) in the course of saving Victim in each case. Rather, since the killing

221 is unjustified in each case, there is no difference in what Victim or third parties may

222 to do to prevent it.

223 Nor is there any difference between what may be done to prevent intentional

224 unjustified killings and merely foreseen unjustified killings. Imagine that Villain

225 coerces Bystander to divert towards Victim not in order to kill Victim, but rather

226 because Victim is on the longer piece of track, and Villain loves to see the trolley in

227 motion. Villain merely foresees that Victim will be killed as a result of coercing

228 Bystander to divert onto the longer track: he does not intend that Victim be killed.

229 But this has no bearing on what may be done to prevent Victim’s death, given that

230 Villain’s bringing about Victim’s death is unjustified.

231 If modes of agency are morally irrelevant when it comes to what may be done to

232 prevent unjustified harming, the fact that Villain will intentionally violate the five’s

233 rights if they are killed in Duress Trolley, but unintentionally violate their rights if

234 they are killed in Coerced Trolley, does not matter for what Bystander may do. It is

235 not proportionate for Bystander to inflict more harm to prevent intentional rights

236 violations compared to unintentional rights violations.

237 3 Coerced harms as intentional harms

238 3.1 Bazargan’s account

239 Saba Bazargan argues that when a coercee is determining whether she may accede

240 to a coercer’s wishes, she ought to treat the harm that the coercer intends her to

241 cause or allow as intentional, rather than merely foreseen. Bazargan defends this

242 claim using two cases, Hostage and Alley:

243 Hostage: Villain threatens to kill fifty innocent hostages unless Bystander kills

244 Victim.

245 Alley: Thirty children are stuck in an alley. Bystander and Victim are also in

246 the alley. Villain is overlooking the alley from a nearby rooftop. Villain has a

247 bomb, and wants to kill Victim. He lacks a clear shot at Victim, but knows that

248 if he hurls it towards the children, Bystander will divert it in the only other

249 direction—towards Victim—in order to save the children.

250 It is, he argues, ‘‘not infelicitous’’ to describe Victim’s death in Alley as intentional,

251 even though Bystander did not kill her intentionally (Bazargan 2014: 13). This is

9FL01 9 There could be a contingent difference between the degree of culpability of, say, someone who usefully

9FL02 kills Victim, and someone who eliminatively kills Victim. I do not think that culpability bears on the

9FL03 proportionality of defence. But it suffices here that those who usefully kill are not necessarily more

9FL04 culpable than those who eliminatively kill. Hence, there is no necessary connection between the degree of

9FL05 permissible defensive force and the mode of agency of the threat.
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252 because (i) Villain aims at Victim’s death, and (ii) Bystander furthers that aim by

253 substantially contributing to that harm (Bazargan 2014: 13). Thus, in terms of

254 agency, throwing the bomb at Victim in Alley is on a moral par with shooting

255 Victim in Hostage, even though in Alley Bystander ‘‘kills merely foreseeably rather

256 than intentionally.’’ (Bazargan 2014: 13–14, emphasis in original).

257 Bazargan holds that intentional harms are harder to justify than merely foreseen

258 harms, and receive greater negative weight in proportionality calculations. Thus, the

259 fact that one is coerced affects the proportionality calculation regarding what one

260 may do, compared to an otherwise-identical case that does not involve coercion.

261 Bazargan also rejects the view that intending is purely agent-relative, such that

262 one must augment harms in a proportionality calculation only if one intends them

263 oneself. Rather, he argues, there is an agent-neutral reason to ensure that non-liable

264 people are not intentionally killed (Bazargan 2014: 14). That harms are intended by

265 someone matters from the agent-neutral perspective, and affects proportionality.

266 Bystander’s killing of Victim in Alley ‘‘should be weighed as heavily as it would be

267 if it were committed intentionally, even if [Bystander] is actually committing it

268 collaterally.’’ (Bazargan 2014: 13).10

269 Note that Bazargan is ambiguous about the type of intentional killing involved in

270 Alley and Hostage. This is unfortunate, because his account relies on the thought

271 that whether Bystander is justified in, for example, throwing the grenade at Victim

272 in Alley depends on the mode of agency involved—that is, on what Villain intends.

273 Since intentional killing covers both eliminative and useful killing, and useful

274 killing is plausibly harder to justify, it matters precisely what Villain intends—not

275 because it makes Villain’s unjustified actions any better or worse, but because the

276 mode of agency will set the justificatory threshold at which Bystander may accede.

277 Bystander must ask, for example, whether she is justified in usefully killing Victim

278 in order to save the five in Coerced Trolley, or usefully killing Victim to save thirty

279 in Alley.

280 Bazargan’s argument is most plausible if we construe his cases as involving

281 useful killing—for example, if we assume that Villain wants Victim dead because

282 he will derive pleasure from the killing—because, as I suggested above, it’s unclear

283 whether intentional eliminative harming is harder to justify than merely foreseen

284 harming. In what follows, then, I’ll assume that Villain intends the lethal use of

285 Victim in both Alley and Hostage. If Bazargan’s claim about the dominance of

286 Villain’s intentions is sound, this will affect what Bystander may do in in a coercion

287 case compared to non-coercion cases. However, as I’ll argue below, Bazargan’s

288 claim is mistaken.

289 Bazargan’s two conditions generate an implausibly broad account of when one

290 must treat foreseen harms as if they are intentional. Consider Redundancy:

291 Redundancy: Amos wants Brenda’s life to go badly because he dislikes her.

292 He falsely tells Brenda’s manager, Clare, that Brenda has been spreading

10FL01 10 There is space here for two views: that Bystander should attribute the harm to Victim somewhat

10FL02 greater negative weight than a merely foreseen death, and that she should weight it as if she intends it

10FL03 herself. I think both fail, for the reasons I give below.
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293 unpleasant rumours about Clare in the hope that Clare will fire Brenda. Clare’s

294 company’s finances are such that someone must be made redundant. Nobody

295 deserves to lose their job, so Clare puts all the employee’s names in a hat and

296 pulls out Brenda’s name. Losing her job will make Brenda’s life go badly.

297 Bazargan’s criteria require Clare to treat as intentional the harm she foresees she

298 will cause Brenda, since Amos aims at the harm of Brenda’s life going badly, and

299 Clare’s making her redundant substantially contributes to that end. And yet it seems

300 clear that Clare need not treat the harm she causes Brenda as intentional, nor treat

301 making Brenda redundant as worse than making a different employee redundant. It

302 is not enough, then, that one’s actions coincide with what a wrongdoer wants. To be

303 plausible, Bazargan’s view must at least be restricted to cases in which the victim’s

304 suffering harm runs through the wrongdoer’s planned causal route. If so, harms that

305 the coercer intends get extra weight in the proportionality calculation only when the

306 coercee does (more or less) precisely what the coercer intends her to do—that is, the

307 coercee must conform to the plan, not merely bring about the desired end.

308 3.2 Agent-relative and agent-neutral constraints

309 Bazargan contrasts what he calls the agent-relative view of the constraint on

310 intentionally killing with the agent-neutral view. On the agent-relative view,

311 intentional harms matter in only the intender’s proportionality calculation (Bazargan

312 2014: 14). There is no more reason to prevent someone else’s unjustified intentional

313 killing of A than to prevent someone else’s unjustified collateral killing of B. On the

314 agent-neutral view, in contrast, ‘‘the moral relevance of the intention/foresight

315 distinction is grounded in agent-neutral reasons to prefer the latter to the former.’’

316 Bazargan argues that ‘‘all agent-relative constraints generate a corresponding agent-

317 neutral reason to promote compliance with the agent-relative constraint. That is, the

318 agent-relative view entails the agent-neutral view.’’ (Bazargan 2014: 14).

319 Consider a variation of Attack from Sect. 2:

320 Rescue Attack: Terrorist lethally and unjustifiably throws a grenade at Victim,

321 intending to kill him as a means of intimidating others. The grenade blast will

322 also kill Bystander as a foreseen but unintended side-effect. Bystander’s death

323 will also have the effect of intimidating others. Rescuer can pull either Victim

324 or Bystander out of the blast radius.

325 Bazargan argues that preventing intentional killings gives us a better world

326 ‘‘because agent-relative constraints are being met.’’ (Bazargan 2014: 14) But if we

327 understand the ‘constraint’ on useful killing as the claim that useful killing is harder

328 to justify than collateral killing, it’s unclear what it means to say that this principle

329 is met, or satisfied, when all the prospective killing is unjustified. By preventing

330 Terrorist from killing Victim, but allowing him to kill Bystander, Rescuer does not

331 satisfy, or promote compliance with, the principle that it is harder to justify usefully

332 killing compared to collaterally killing. Hence, satisfying or promoting compliance

333 with this principle cannot give Rescuer a reason to pull Victim, rather than

334 Bystander, out of the way.
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335 Bazargan supports his claim that agent-relative constraints give rise to agent-

336 neutral reasons by hypothesising two worlds, identical in all respects except that in

337 the first, agent-relative constraints are consistently violated, and in the second they

338 are consistently respected. Bazargan claims that if adhering to agent-relative

339 constraints has only agent-relative value, we have no reason to prefer the second

340 world (Bazargan 2014: 14–15). And yet the second world is clearly morally

341 preferable.

342 Imagine that in Bazargan’s first world, people violate agent-relative constraints

343 by inflicting both disproportionate intentional harms and disproportionate collateral

344 harms. This is a world in which people are causing unjustified harm. The fact of

345 unjustified harm is of agent-neutral concern. This gives us agent-neutral reason to

346 prefer the second world, in which people adhere to deontic principles, to the first.

347 But it does not give us agent-neutral reason to care more about the intentionally

348 inflicted unjustified harms than the merely foreseen unjustified harms. Thus,

349 Bazargan has not shown that the intending/foreseeing distinction has agent-neutral

350 significance in the way he claims, and thus has not shown that coercees ought to

351 treat coerced harms as if they are intentional, in virtue of the fact that the coercer

352 intends them.

353 We have further grounds to reject Bazargan’s view once we flesh out a claim I

354 made above—namely, that Clare in Redundancy should not prefer making another

355 employee redundant rather than Brenda, in light of the fact that Amos intends that

356 Brenda be fired. Consider a variation of Alley in which Bystander can divert the

357 bomb towards either Victim, who is Villain’s target, or Other Victim, in whom

358 Villain has no interest. On the assumption that it is better to kill as a mere side-

359 effect, Bazargan’s view holds that Bystander should simply divert the grenade

360 towards Other Victim, since she has a choice between intentionally (usefully)

361 killing one and merely foreseeably killing one. This seems mistaken. Bystander

362 should, ideally, give Victim and Other Victim a fair chance of survival by tossing a

363 coin. The fact that Villain aims at Victim’s death dead does not bear on Other

364 Victim’s right to a fair chance. The same is plausibly true in Rescue Attack. Even if

365 we grant that Terrorist has weightier reason to refrain from intentionally kill Victim

366 than collaterally killing Bystander, this does not seem to entail that Rescuer ought to

367 save Victim than Bystander when Terrorist unjustifiably threatens both.

368 Moreover, it is, to borrow Bazargan’s phrase, not infelicitous to say that Victim is

369 unjustifiably killed in Alley, Hostage, Coerced Trolley and Duress Trolley, since in

370 each case Villain unjustifiably manipulates the facts such that Bystander ought to

371 kill Victim. We need not infer from this that Bystander unjustifiably kills Victim—

372 indeed, we cannot infer this, since Bazargan and I agree (at least in Duress Trolley)

373 that Bystander ought to kill Victim.11 Likewise, the reason it is not infelicitous to

374 say that Victim is intentionally killed in Alley is that Villain intends that Bystander

375 kill Victim. It doesn’t follow that Bystander intends Victim’s death, nor that she

376 should weight it as an intentional harm when thinking about what she may do. Both

11FL01 11 Mere permissibility would also suffice.
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377 intention and justification are indexed to agents and their actions, rather than to

378 outcomes.

379 4 Coercion and evil

380 Say we agree that Bystander should not treat coerced harms as intentional, and that

381 coercion is not distinctive in making Bystander party to wrongdoing, since this also

382 occurs in duress cases such as Duress Trolley. Nevertheless, although Duress

383 Trolley results in wrongdoing, Bystander does not help evil to succeed in this case.

384 She rather frustrates Villain’s end, and what she does is not part of Villain’s plan. In

385 Coerced Trolley, in contrast, Bystander both brings about the end that Villain wants,

386 and plays the role in the plan that Villain has designed for her. We might think that

387 this connection to evil is morally significant, and makes harming as a result of

388 coercion morally worse than harming as a result of duress or happenstance.

389 Coercion thus bears on what Bystander may do, falsifying Moral Irrelevance.

390 We can helpfully disentangle two lines of thought here. The first is about helping

391 evil succeed: that is, acting to ensure that Villain achieves his unjust end. The

392 second is about the moral significance of being used as a means, or being used as a

393 means in the pursuit of evil.

394 Before we explore each of these thoughts, we should clarify the claim that

395 coercion, being morally worse, makes a difference to what Bystander may do. For

396 coercion to make such a difference, we must adopt one of two views.12 The first

397 holds that diverting in non-coercion cases, such as Duress Trolley and Trolley, is

398 supererogatory, whilst diverting in coercion cases, such as Coerced Trolley, is

399 impermissible (reflecting coercion’s moral worseness). The second holds that

400 diverting in non-coercion cases is required, whilst diverting in coercion cases is

401 supererogatory (again, reflecting its moral worseness). If diverting is either

402 supererogatory in both coercion and non-coercion cases, or impermissible in both,

403 coercion makes difference to what Bystander may do.

404 4.1 Being treated as a means

405 Moral Irrelevance is compatible with the claim that Bystander has a stronger

406 complaint against Villain in cases in which she is used compared to cases in which

407 she is not. Villain treats Bystander as a means in Coerced Trolley, manipulating her

408 for his own ends. If we require Bystander to divert, we require her to let herself be

409 treated as a means by Villain for the sake of the five. However, Moral Irrelevance

410 denies that this makes a difference to what Bystander may do.

411 To see why, consider Duress Trolley and Trolley. In these cases, saving the five

412 requires Bystander to treat herself as a means for their sake: she must make herself

413 useful to them. Some writers argue that this renders diverting the trolley

12FL01 12 If one rejects the assumption that coercion is morally worse, one could hold that e.g. harming is

12FL02 required in coercion cases and impermissible in non-coercion case. We can set these variations aside here.
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414 supererogatory, rather than required (Walen and Wasserman 2012: 554). I’ve

415 argued elsewhere that this is a mistake. A duty to rescue just is a duty to make

416 oneself (or one’s resources) usefully available to others (Frowe, forthcoming). Thus,

417 the mere fact that Bystander must treat herself as a means for the sake of others

418 cannot defeat a duty to rescue: if it did, it would defeat all duties to rescue.

419 Moreover, and importantly for our purposes here, the only plausible version of

420 the claim that coercion makes a difference to what Bystander may do depends on

421 the claim that diverting is required in non-coercion cases, even though Bystander

422 thereby treats herself as a means. Recall the two possible views of how the alleged

423 moral worseness of coercion makes a difference to what Bystander may do. The first

424 holds that diverting in non-coercion cases is supererogatory, whilst diverting in

425 coercion cases is impermissible. But it is implausible that Bystander in Coerced

426 Trolley may not allow herself to be used as a mean by Villain for the sake of the

427 five, such that diverting is impermissible. Villain will wrong her Bystander by

428 treating her in this way, but Bystander may decide to suffer this wrong for the sake

429 of the five. If my earlier arguments for rejecting the dominance of Villain’s

430 intentions and the significance of allowing evil to succeed are sound, then we have

431 no other reason to think that it is impermissible for Bystander to divert. Given this,

432 proponents of the view that coercion makes a difference ought to adopt the second

433 view that letting oneself be used by a moral coercer is supererogatory, and thus

434 diverting in Coerced Trolley is supererogatory. To get a difference in permissions

435 between coercion cases and non-coercion cases, then, we must hold that diverting in

436 non-coercion cases, such as Duress Trolley and Trolley, is required.

437 But, as above, if Bystander is required to divert in non-coercion cases, such as

438 Duress Trolley and Trolley, she is thereby forced to treat herself as a means. And, in

439 Duress Trolley she is forced to treat herself as a means because of Villain’s

440 wrongdoing. If she is nonetheless required to divert in Duress Trolley, despite being

441 wrongly forced to treat herself as a means for the sake of the five, I doubt that the

442 fact that she will be wrongly used as a means by Villain in Coerced Trolley can

443 make a difference to what Bystander may do, rendering diverting supererogatory

444 rather than required. This is because it is plausibly harder to justify making people

445 treat themselves in harmful ways than it is to justify requiring them to allow others

446 to treat them in harmful ways. This is reflected in the fact that Bystander need not

447 lethally divert the trolley towards herself to save five, but (as I have argued

448 elsewhere) Victim must allow her to divert towards him to save five (Frowe 2018).13

449 If so, the additional wrong that Bystander endures in Coerced Trolley—of letting

450 herself be treated as a means by someone else—is less serious than the wrong of

451 being forced to treat herself as a means in Duress Trolley.14 Wrongs of this sort are

13FL01 13 People disagree about whether Victim may harm Bystander to save himself once the trolley has been

13FL02 diverted. It is less controversial that he may not prevent the saving of the five. It is certainly less

13FL03 controversial if one grants that Bystander is required to divert as, as I have argued, proponents of the view

13FL04 that coercion makes a difference must do.

14FL01 14 I take the arguments in Sects. 2 and 3.1 to defeat the objection that in Coerced Trolley Bystander is

14FL02 used in the service of an unjustified goal (whereas in Duress Trolley she is uses herself to secure a

14FL03 justified goal). Killing Victim is not unjustified from Bystander’s perspective, and the fact that Villain
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452 not additive in the way that, say, suffering physical harms might be. If saving five

453 lives suffices to justify requiring Bystander to both kill Victim and treat herself as a

454 means in Duress Trolley, adding the lesser wrong of letting oneself be used cannot

455 tip the balance such that diverting becomes supererogatory in Coerced Trolley. And

456 if, as I have argued elsewhere, Victim is required to let himself be killed by

457 Bystander for the sake of the five in Duress Trolley, it seems implausible that

458 Bystander may refrain from saving the five in order to avoid letting herself be used

459 in Coerced Trolley. What is proposed for Bystander is a much lesser wrong than is

460 proposed for Victim in each case.

461 In sum, the fact that acceding to coercion involves letting oneself be used as a

462 means in an unjust plan does not generate different permissions in coercion cases

463 compared to non-coercion cases, and does not undermine Moral Irrelevance.

464 5 Exploiting moral constraints

465 A common objection to acceding to moral coercion is that, by acceding, one allows

466 Villain to manipulate or exploit morality (e.g. Zohar 2014: 168. For similar legal

467 arguments, see Canestaro 2004: 461; Dinstein 2016: 185). Villain exploits

468 Bystander’s commitment to doing the right thing in order to do the wrong thing

469 himself. I’ve set aside here the question of whether acceding to coercion encourages

470 further coercive acts, and thus whether there are consequentialist reasons to resist

471 moral coercion. But there might be non-consequentialist objections to allowing

472 wrongdoers to profit from others’ moral commitments in this way. If one may resist

473 bringing about coerced harms, but not equivalent non-coercive harms, this would

474 undermine Moral Irrelevance. Call this the Exploitation Objection.

475 Although the Exploitation Objection is appealing, I do not think it is well

476 grounded. If we generally refuse to allow others to exploit morality, we commit

477 ourselves to implausibly permissive results. Consider self-defence. Unjust attackers

478 can sometimes orchestrate things so that an innocent victim’s using defensive force

479 is impermissible. One might, for example, deliberately attack someone in

480 circumstances in which she has only disproportionate means of defence at her

481 disposal, thereby hoping to exploit her moral commitments. The most plausible

482 version of the Exploitation Objection holds that one may use somewhat greater

483 force against such attackers compared to those who do not orchestrate things in this

484 way, given our stronger reason to prevent this kind of exploitation. Thus, using

485 otherwise disproportionate means is permissible against an exploitative attacker, but

486 not against a spontaneous attacker, or merely lucky attacker.

487 This seems implausible. Whether an unjust attacker has given any thought to

488 their victim’s available means of defence seems irrelevant to whether their victim

489 may defend herself. Other things being equal, it is no less bad to attack a person

490 when one is merely lucky that they have only disproportionate defensive means than

14FL04
14FL05 Footnote 14 continued

14FL06 intends Victim’s death does not give Bystander further reason not to kill Victim in addition to the

14FL07 independent reasons she has not to kill him.
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491 to attack a person where one has ensured that they have only disproportionate

492 means. Refraining from defence in either case allows the attacker to benefit from

493 one’s moral commitments, and whether the attacker intended to so benefit does not

494 bear on the seriousness of the wrong the victim suffers. But if we grant that victims

495 may also use disproportionate means against merely lucky attacker, we are

496 effectively rejecting the proportionality constraint on self-defence.

497 6 Coercion, voluntariness, and accountability

498 Elinor Mason argues that coercion, being the result of another agent’s interference,

499 undermines the voluntariness of coercees’ actions in a way that does not arise in

500 cases of duress or happenstance (Mason 2012: 196). Voluntariness is a necessary

501 condition of accountability, which includes, amongst other things, one’s liability to

502 punishment, criticism, or compensation.15 Thus, Mason concludes that coerced

503 agents are less accountable for their actions, and their bad effects, than agents who

504 face otherwise identical choices as a result of duress or happenstance (Mason 2012:

505 184).

506 Mason aims to explain two intuitively plausible claims. First, a coercer is

507 typically accountable for harms that result from their coercion. Second, a coercee is

508 typically not so accountable (Mason 2012: 202). The first claim is relatively easily

509 explained: the coercer is accountable because she has responsibly brought about the

510 situation in which the harmful actions are performed. It is harder to explain why

511 coercees are not also accountable, given their deliberate performance of harmful

512 actions that contribute to coercers’ unjust plans.

513 Mason frames her account of coercion as an analysis of Bernard Williams’

514 famous Jim and the Indians case:

515 Indians: Jim happens across Captain, who is about to unjustly kill twenty

516 captured Indians. Captain tells Jim that if Jim kills one Indian, Pedro, Captain

517 will let the other nineteen go.

518 Although Mason does not describe it as such, Indians is a case of moral coercion.

519 Captain manipulates the facts in order that, to avoid the morally worse outcome, Jim

520 must facilitate Captain’s end of unjustly killing Pedro. As Mason puts it, Jim ‘‘does

521 what he ought’’ when he accepts Captain’s proposal (Mason 2012: 186).16 For ease

522 of exposition, I’ll assume that Mason would also grant that if Coerced Trolley is

523 indeed a case of moral coercion, this entails that Bystander ought to divert, since

15FL01 15 Although Mason focuses on accountability in terms of ex post costs, the features that ground liability

15FL02 to these costs also plausibly ground liability to ex ante costs.

16FL01 16 Mason does not clearly distinguish moral coercion from rational coercion (so her ‘ought’ might be

16FL02 read as ‘what it’s rational for Jim to do, given his beliefs’, rather than ‘what Jim ought to do, from the

16FL03 standpoint of morality’). See p. 187, where she distinguishes only between reasons coercion and non-

16FL04 rational coercion. But I think we can charitably interpret her view as holding that if Jim has the correct

16FL05 moral beliefs in Indians, then he is both rationally and morally obliged to act.
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524 moral coercion just is for the coercer to set up the coercee’s reasons such that they

525 ought to accede.

526 Mason argues that Jim is dominated by Captain’s coercion, and thereby alienated

527 from his lethal action. Alienation, Mason argues, is ‘‘the feeling that one is not in

528 control of one’s actions—it may or may not be related to a fact of the matter about

529 whether one is.’’ (Mason 2012: 195) When one is dominated, one’s actions are not

530 voluntary, and thus one is not accountable for them. One’s action are not

531 involuntary—one is still is an agent—but rather non-voluntary. Mason argues that

532 the mere limiting of one’s options does not render an action non-voluntary. Rather,

533 what matters is the feeling that someone else is choosing for us. As she argues, ‘‘the

534 fact that another agent set our reasons up (rather than blind forces) is crucial […]

535 Compatibilists agree on the crucial point illustrated by Frankfurt’s examples, that

536 whereas determination by the causal history of the universe does not interfere with

537 moral responsibility, being determined by another agent does.’’ (Mason 2012: 196)

538 Note, then, that the deliberate setting up of the coercee’s reasons is key on Mason’s

539 account. Alienation is created by the fact that the coercer ‘‘is treating the coercee

540 like an object, in that she has treated the coercee’s reasons responsiveness as a

541 feature to be manipulated’’ (Mason 2012: 196). This prevents cases such as Duress

542 Trolley from counting as coercion. Even though Bystander’s reasons for action in

543 Duress Trolley are generated by Villain’s wrongdoing, Villain is not treating

544 Bystander in any way at all, much less trying to get Bystander to do something by

545 manipulating her reasons responsiveness. Rather, Bystander acts contrary to

546 Villain’s plans, frustrating his end.

547 By way of support for this distinction, Mason points out that it is appropriate to

548 resent a coercer, but not blind forces, just as one can appropriately resent an

549 intentional, but not an accidental, kick. Mason argues that it is ‘‘thus part of our

550 concept of moral responsibility that responsibility is undermined by the interven-

551 tions of other agents.’’ (Mason 2012: 196) Other agents, having wills of their own,

552 can ‘‘take the place of ‘self’ in self-determination’’ (Mason 2012: 196). But blind

553 forces cannot, and so cannot dominate an agent in the voluntariness-undermining

554 way (Mason 2012: 196).

555 If Mason is correct, this undermines Moral Irrelevance, which holds that whether

556 a person faces a choice between harms as a result of coercion, duress or

557 happenstance has no bearing on the degree of an agent’s agential responsibility for

558 the harms she inflicts or allows, nor on her accountability. In what follows, I argue

559 that we should reject Mason’s account of voluntariness. I then offer an alternative

560 explanation of why coercees are not accountable for the harms they inflict.

561 6.1 Resentment and voluntariness

562 It is appropriate for a coercee to feel resentment that the range of her permissible

563 options has been unjustifiably limited by a coercer, such that she is obliged to save

564 the five, or obliged to kill Victim. But it is similarly appropriate for Bystander to

565 feel resentment in Duress Trolley. Here too, Bystander is wronged by being

566 unjustifiably forced to make herself useful to the five, and to kill Victim. And yet,

567 this case does not satisfy Mason’s criteria for undermining voluntariness. Villain
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568 does not deliberately manipulate Bystander’s reasons, treating her reasons-

569 responsiveness as a feature to be exploited for his own ends. Villain makes no

570 coercive proposal at all, and killing Victim does not further Villain’s end. On the

571 contrary, diverting frustrates Villain’s end of killing the five.

572 Given that resentment is appropriate in each case, the appropriateness of

573 resentment in coercion cases does not support Mason’s view that one’s capacity for

574 self-determination, and hence the voluntariness of one’s action, is specially

575 undermined by coercion—by the deliberate setting up of one’s reasons. In

576 neglecting the category of non-coercive wrongdoing (i.e. duress), Mason overlooks

577 a much more straightforward explanation of when resentment is appropriate, and

578 why. Appropriate resentment tracks whether one is wronged, rather than whether

579 one’s agency is diminished. This is why resentment is inappropriate in a blind forces

580 case, such as Trolley. Resentment does not, then, pick out a special relationship of

581 domination or agential interference, but merely the fact of wronging. Thus, the fact

582 that one can appropriately feel resentment for being deliberately put in one’s

583 position does not entail that one’s action is less voluntary compared to when that

584 position arises through happenstance or duress.

585 Of course, as per the discussion in Sect. 3.2, Bystander is plausibly entitled to

586 feel greater resentment in Coerced Trolley than in Duress Trolley. In Coerced

587 Trolley, Bystander suffers the further wrong of being required to allow herself to be

588 treated as a means by Villain. However, given that, in both cases, Villain’s wrongful

589 actions make it impermissible for Bystander to do anything other than kill Victim, I

590 doubt that Bystander’s action is less voluntary in one case rather than the other, if

591 we hold everything else equal. The voluntariness of one’s action seems to be a

592 function of one’s commitment to the end, combined with (one’s belief in) the range

593 of (permissible) alternatives.17 Insofar as Bystander is equally committed to saving

594 the five in all three cases, and believes that she lacks permissible alternatives, each

595 diversion seems equally attributable to her agency.

596 Mason’s account implies that the more one’s action reflects someone else’s will,

597 the less it must reflect one’s own, and thus the more alienated one is from the action

598 and the less voluntary the action becomes. This seems like a mistake. Reflecting will

599 is not zero-sum. I can fully and voluntarily perform an action that someone else

600 wants me to perform. I can fully and voluntarily perform an action even if I perform

601 it merely because someone else wants me to do so. I might go to the doctor solely to

602 alleviate my partner’s unfounded concerns, treating their request that I go as giving

603 me content-independent reason to go. But I would not be acting non-voluntarily,

604 even though my acting is substantially reflective of my partner’s will, and I would

605 be fully accountable for my actions. Likewise, the fact that Bystander’s diverting

606 the trolley is not part of Villain’s plan in Duress Trolley doesn’t mean that diverting

607 more robustly reflects Bystander’s will than does diverting in Coerced Trolley.

608 I suggest, then, that domination—being forced to act in service of another’s

609 goal—does not bear on voluntariness in the way Mason supposes. Insofar as, in each

610 case, Bystander has no morally permissible alternative to diverting the trolley,

17FL01 17 I use the caveats in order to remain neutral between a range of views on voluntariness.
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611 Bystander’s killing of Victim need be no more voluntary in Duress Trolley or

612 Trolley than in Coerced Trolley.

613 6.2 Accountability

614 If we reject the view that coercees’ actions are necessarily non-voluntary, how can

615 we explain coercees’ lack of accountability—that is, their immunity from

616 punishment, blame, compensation claims and so on? I suggest that in cases of

617 moral coercion, coercees’ lack of liability to these costs is explained by the fact that

618 they act with objective moral justification.18 After all, Mason and I agree that moral

619 coercion works by manipulating the facts such that the coercee ought to accede—

620 that is, by adjusting the balance of moral reasons such that Jim ought to shoot Pedro,

621 and the trolley ought to be lethally diverted towards Victim. That they act with

622 objective justification explains why coercees are not liable to either ex post or ex

623 ante cost with respect to the harms they impose (Frowe 2018).

624 This lack of accountability—understood as the absence of liability to bear costs,

625 and to criticism or blame—is not a distinctive feature of coercion cases. Bystander

626 is not liable to bear costs in any of the Trolley cases, since she acts with objective

627 moral justification in each. Other things being equal, she is equally agentially

628 responsible for the harms she imposes whether she acts as a result of coercion,

629 duress or happenstance, and may be fully agentially responsible for her actions. It is

630 her lack of morally permissible alternatives that undermines the usual connection

631 between responsible agency and accountability. Responsible agency is a necessary

632 condition of accountability, but it is clearly not sufficient. Accountability is

633 precluded if the agent is either morally required to act as she does, or the

634 alternatives are so costly to her as to be supererogatory.

635 7 Conclusion

636 I have argued that the widely-held view that moral coercion bears on what an agent

637 ought to do, the voluntariness of her actions, or her accountability for those actions,

638 is mistaken. Whether one faces a choice between harms as a result of coercion,

639 duress, or happenstance is irrelevant to each of these considerations. Coercees

640 should not treat coerced harms as intentional. Nor may coercees invoke rights to

641 resist being used as means to refrain from imposing harms that they would be

642 required to impose were the choice to arise through duress or happenstance. If the

643 duty to rescue is not defeated by the harm one will impose, nor by being forced to

18FL01 18 This claim was first articulated by Jeff McMahan in the context of liability to defensive harm

18FL02 (McMahan, (2008).
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644 treat oneself as a means, it cannot be defeated by the lesser wrong of allowing

645 oneself to be used as a means. The claim that acceding to coercion allows coercers

646 to exploit morality is also unpersuasive. So too is the view that coerced actions are,

647 necessarily, less voluntary than non-coerced actions, and that this best explains

648 coercees’ lack of accountability. This lack of accountability is best explained by the

649 fact that those who act with objective justification are not accountable for the harm

650 they inflict. This explanation holds across cases of coercion, duress, and

651 happenstance.
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